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voyage, said to me: "If I had known five years ago what this
island was like, you would not be trying now to be the first to fly
across Antarctica."
We chose a base at the north-western end of the island, on the
sheltered passage between Dundee Island and lofty Joinville Island,
eastern outpost of the archipelago. By November 18 the Polar Star
had been test-flown and stood at the tent on the flying-field loaded,
fuelled, and ready for the great moment
XI   PREPARATIONS
A LL the auguries pointed to success. For as far as we could
/ % see, the Weddell Sea was open. Polar spring kept smiling
JL JL upon us. Storms were the exception. Even the fog stayed
away.
Indeed, we had rather an embarrassment of good weather.
Although the temperature hovered at the freezing-point, dropping
a little during the midnight twilight, the sun by day thawed the
snow surface of our runway enough to make it "sticky" for the
plane's skis. Our first attempt to take off for the great flight foiled
for that reason. In packing snow the plane could not get up enough
speed to lift its full load.
Favourable conditions and the likelihood of a start any morning
put much extra work on me, as navigator* Each evening I had to
chart in my navigation book and pre-calculate our assumed posi-
tions on the flight course, since the observations at those points
varied with the sun from day to day. As a preliminary to flying over
known territory, no navigator would go into such detail, since he
would always have landmarks and radio bearings to correct his
celestial observations en route; but over the unknown it was worth
all the time it took—three or four hours of close mathematical
figuring every night. Such a pre-computed route would serve as a
check to the navigator, informing him if he were badly in error in
his flight observations of position.

